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PERSON IDENTIFICATION BY RETINA PATTERN MATCHING S M Raiyan Kabir1, Rezwanur Rahman2, Mursalin Habib1 and M Rezwan Khan3 1



Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, BUET, Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh 2 Department of Mechanical Engineering, BUET, Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh 3 School of Science and Engineering, United International University, Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1215 Email: [email protected], [email protected], [email protected], [email protected] ABSTRACT A new way of person identification based on retina pattern is presented in this paper. It consists of retina image acquisition, image preprocessing, feature extraction and finally matching the patterns. The algorithm is based on color centroid calculation and its variation in polar grid. Method presented in this paper is translation and rotation invariant. The correlation coefficient is used to quantify the degree of matching.



1. INTRODUCTION The recent upswing in technology and increasing concern related to security caused a boost in intelligent person identification system based on biometrics. Biometrics employs physical and behavioral characteristics to identify a person. Common biometrics features are fingerprint, voice, gait, facial thermo-gram, signature, face, palm print, hand geometry, iris and retina [1]. Fingerprint is the oldest, most popular and widely used by law enforcers. Iris and retina recognition is a relatively new approach, compared to other biometrics features [1]. Retina pattern is more stable and reliable for identification, which makes retina recognition a prominent solution to security in the near future [1]. Recently sufficient amount of work is going on iris [4-5], fingerprint [6-7], face [8] etc. Iris recognition, as an emerging biometric recognition approach, is turning out to be a very interesting topic for both research and practical application [1]. Although first proposed in 1980s, retina pattern matching is one of the least deployed technique [1]. In this paper, the retina image acquisition and preprocessing of the captured image is discussed with a method of retina pattern matching. Some interesting results indicating the reliability of the method are also presented.
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2. RETINA IMAGE ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING A vital part of the retina verification system is image acquisition. As the retina is a very small internal part of the eye, special arrangements are needed. A FUNDUS Camera (Medical device) with a built-in photo CCD camera, required software and hardware were used to capture the images [2]. All images of retina were taken at a constant illumination with 50˚ coverage angle. Images captured with this setup are of very high resolution, 1000×1504. Pictures of right eye are used for the analysis. As captured images always contain translational and rotational displacement and also some uneven color variation due to distance, position of the light source and some other physical reason, image preprocessing is a necessity to get a reasonable noiseless image. Image preprocessing is done in three steps, i) locating reference points, ii) filtration and iii) compensation for translational and rotational displacement. 2.1



Locating Reference Points



In this step two reference points has to be figured out to compensate all translational and rotational shifts. In every retina there is an optic nerve (brightest portion of the retina image) and fovea (gradually darker portion at the center of the retina image). In this step, the centers of optic nerve and fovea are detected and taken as reference points. Locating Fovea Center The 24-bit color image of retina was separated into three color layers; red, green and blue (Fig. 1).



lower limits in the y-axis. For captured images W = 1504 and H = 1000. Imax is 80 and Imin is 31 for fovea center location. It is observed that the fovea remain within the limits mentioned above. As the blue layer gives the best output, the fovea center is located from the blue layer. After these processing the image of fovea looks like Fig 2 (left).



Optic Nerve Fovea



Locating Optic Nerve Center



Fig. 1 Red layer (top), Green layer (bottom left) and Blue layer (bottom right) of retina printed in gray scale (Fovea and optic nerve are shown in red layer) To locate fovea center only one layer is taken. At first the contrast level of the layer is stretched [3] using equation (1), γ



 I(x, y) − Imin  J(x, y) = (Jmax − Jmin ) ×   + Jmin  Imax − Imin 



(1)



Where, I(x,y) and J(x,y) are the gray scale color values before and after contrast stretching, subscripts ‘max’ and ‘min’ are the maximum and minimum color level of the corresponding image, γ = a constant that defines the shape of the stretching curve. Jmax = 255, Jmin = 0 and γ = 1 are taken, as a linear curve is used to stretch the contrast limits of the image. The point (x,y) is measured from the top left hand corner of the image. The output of contrast stretching is found to be better in blue layer than any other layer for fovea detection. After contrast stretching, fovea center was located by gray level slicing [3] and centroid calculation with the equation (2).



Xc =



∑ M(x, y).x , ∑ M(x, y)



Yc =



∑ M(x, y).y ∑ M(x, y)



(2)



Where,



  Imin < I(x, y) ≤ Imax 1  M(x, y) =   x min ≤ x ≤ xmax, ymin ≤ y ≤ y max 0 otherwise x max = W /2 + 0.1× W , x min = W /2 − 0.1× W y max = H /2 + 0.1× H, y min = H /2 − 0.1× H



As it is done for locating fovea center, only one layer is taken for locating optic nerve center. Contrast level of the layer is stretched with equation (1). Jmin = 0, Jmax = 255 and γ = 1. The output is best in red layer, as the optic nerve is most prominent in the red layer output. The distance between the fovea center and the optic nerve center does not vary by a large magnitude. So, a circular portion of the image around the fovea center is not taken into consideration for the processing. As all images are of right eye there is no chance for the optic nerve to be on the left side of the fovea center. Hence, the portion of the image remaining on the left side of the fovea center has also been omitted. This leaves a much smaller portion of the image around the optic nerve for further processing. The optic nerve center is located by equation (2) with following conditions.



  Imin < I(x, y) ≤ Imax 1  M(x, y) =   x > x fc ,R(x, y) > Rref 0 otherwise 



R(x, y) =



(x − x ) + (y − y ) 2



fc



2



fc



Here, Rref is the radius of the circular part of the blocking area, R(x,y) is the radial distance of the point (x,y) from fovea center and xfc and yfc are the coordinates of fovea center. Imax = 255, Imin = 254 and Rref = 250. The red layer output is most prominent and located optic nerve center is almost deviation less. So, the optic nerve center is located from the red layer. After processing, the optic nerve is like Fig. 2 (right). Fovea



Optic Nerve



Fig. 2 Fovea of the retina (inverted) (left), Optic nerve of the retina (inverted) (right)



W is the width and H is the height of the image. Imax and Imin are the upper and lower limits of the grey level slice, xmax and xmin are the upper and lower limits in the x-axis, ymax and ymin are the upper and
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2.2



Filtration



Filtration of image to enhance the blood vessel pattern is done in two steps.



High Pass Filtration A 2-D frequency domain Gaussian high pass filter is used to reduce the effect of low frequency variation of color [3]. The transfer function of the high pass filter is given in equation (3) [3],



T(ω ) = 1− e



ω (x, y) =



−



ω2 2β 2



(3)



(x − W /2) + (y − H /2) 2



2



Where, ω = redial distance in frequency domain, β = length of roll off of the filter. For blood vessel pattern enhancement β = 1.5 was chosen empirically. The contrast was stretched with Imin = 0, Imax = 255 and γ = 1 using equation (1). After high pass filtration green layer blood vessel pattern becomes most prominent. The output is like Fig 3 (left).



The filtered image of the high pass filter is differentiated first in x-axis and then in y-axis. The absolute value of both the differentiations are added and then divided by two. Mathematically, W



Fig. 4 Preprocessed image of retina (inverted)



3. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND MATCHING



Single Dimensional Differentiation in X and Y Axis



1  dI(x,m) dI(n, y)  J d (n,m) =  +  2  dx dy  n=1



The filtered image is taken and the pattern is cropped circularly with radius Rpatt taking fovea center as center of the pattern. As the fovea and optic nerve centers are known, the fovea center is moved at the center of the image matrix to compensate translational displacement and then optic nerve center is placed at an angle of zero degree. So that, there is no or very small rotational displacement. To farther increase the contrast of the image, contrast stretching is performed using equation (1). This completes the preprocessing and the image is ready for feature extraction and matching (Fig 4).



H



To extract feature from the preprocessed image the image is divided into 12 equal angular sections and several radial segments with 10 pixels radial width. The polar grid formed in this process is like the one shown in Fig 5.



(4) m=1



This process increases the contrast of the image (Fig 3(right)). Fig. 5 Polar grid for feature extraction



Fig. 3 Green layer after high pass filtration and contrast stretching (left), Green layer after differentiation (color level stretched and inverted) (right) 2.3



Compensation for Translational and Rotational Shift



The distance between the fovea center and optic nerve center is calculated with equation (5),



D fc−oc =



(x



− x fc ) + (y oc − y fc ) 2



oc



2



The color centroid of each segment is calculated using equation (2), where, X C = X color _ cg ( m ,n ) ,



YC = Ycolor _ cg ( m ,n ) , M(x, y) = I(x, y) , ‘m’ is the radial segment number and ‘n’ is the angular section number. Xcolor_cg(m,n) and Ycolor_cg(m,n) are the coordinates of color centroid of (m,n) segment. The quantities rX ( m , n ) and rY ( m ,n ) are calculated using equation (6),



rX (m,n) =



(5)



Where, xoc and yoc are the coordinates of optic nerve center, xfc and yfc are the coordinates of fovea center and Dfc-oc is the distance between fovea center and optic nerve center. The pattern radius Rpatt is taken 1.2 times Dfc-oc.
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rY(m,n)



(X



(Y =



color_ cg(m.n)



color_ cg(m.n)



− Xmin(m,n) )



−Ymin(m,n) )



(X



(Y



max(m,n)



max(m,n)



− Xmin(m,n) )



(6)



−Ymin(m,n) )



Where, Xmax(m,n), Xmin(m,n) are respectively the xcoordinates of the right most and left most points of segment (m,n). Ymax(m,n), Ymin(m,n) respectively are the



y-coordinates of the top most and down most points of segment (m,n). The matching process is done by calculating correlation coefficient for rX ( m , n ) and rY ( m ,n ) using the data of all segments in the same angular section.



4. RESULTS The mean and standard deviation of correlation coefficients for all 12 angular sections of both rX ( m ,n ) and rY ( m ,n ) are given in the Table 1 and 2 below where, M = mean of the correlation coefficients, S = standard deviation of the correlation coefficients, P(n,m) = mth sample of nth person. Table 1: Matching results for rX ( m , n ) P(1,1) P(1,2) P(2,2) P(3,2) P(4,2) P(5,2)



M .92 .18 .14 .18 .11



S .03 .28 .19 .25 .27



P(2,1) M .14 .89 .1 .2 -.01



S .28 .04 .19 .24 .17



P(3,1) M .12 .05 .91 .04 .1



S .2 .19 .06 .24 .21



P(4,1) M .23 .25 .09 .85 .04



S .26 .2 .28 .09 .22



P(5,1) M .14 .04 .11 -.02 .77



S .23 .25 .2 .25 .12



Table 2: Matching results for rY ( m ,n ) P(1,1) P(1,2) P(2,2) P(3,2) P(4,2) P(5,2)



M .91 .08 .03 .07 .06



S .04 .23 .26 .24 .22



P(2,1) M .05 .88 -.02 .14 -.05



S .25 .03 .15 .22 .15



P(3,1) M .07 -.07 .9 -.03 .03



S .21 .11 .05 .23 .26



P(4,1) M .17 .18 .01 .86 .01



S .22 .13 .26 .06 .22



P(5,1) M .14 -.01 .05 -.07 .76



S .22 .2 .24 .25 .11



It is clear from Table 1 and 2, the mean of correlation coefficients is more than 0.7 for every matching case and standard deviation is less than 0.15. On the other hand, for a mismatch the mean of correlation coefficients is less than 0.3 (sometime negative).
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5. CONCLUSION An effort has been made to identify a person by retina pattern matching. The results are found to be interesting. Although the number of images matched is not very high, still the results are indicative of the robustness of the method within the tolerable limit. The method is also quite insensitive to translational and rotational displacement.
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